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Special Note:
I attended a workshop recently for photographers.
The advice from the main
speaker was this:
•

Compose and Wait

•

Compose and Wait

•

Compose and Wait

•

Compose and Wait

I have taken that advice and tried to practice it this summer.
Creative images begin
in the mind’s eye first!
Keith

Welcome to the second issue
of The Theotog, the official
newsletter of The Theotog
Club. Western Seminary’s
own photography club.
As the editors/coordinators of
our club, and avid theotogs, we
(Jaco and Keith) are excited
about this new club and this
particular newsletter.
As we envisioned a club, we
talked about empowering each
member to develop their particular skills as a photographer.
We also discussed the thrill of
sharing our artistic abilities
with each other, both as a
group (when we meet together) and through the format
of this newsletter. Further, we
also recognized that the process of taking photographs may
teach us something about our
spiritual journeys. As we reflect on the images we photograph, we can discover the
Triune God in new ways. So,

we envision a very active club
and a display gallery of theologically creative images and
reflections! We look forward
to the moment some of you
join us as “editors” and help
build this newsletter with your
creative ideas.
In this second issue you will
find not only our “welcome to
the club”, but also an article on
Sabbath, with thoughts from
Abraham Joshua Heschel’s
book– Sabbath.
There is also a brief personal
and theological reflection by
Keith and Mark Poppen.
Classroom tips will be a regular feature in the newsletter,

The gallery, as always, features
photographs that have been
submitted by all of us. Finally,
we conclude with questions
(and answers?) about the club
and the theme of our next
assignment, which for our Fall
edition of Theotogs is going
to be:

CHANGES!
Fall is a season of change.
Things change around us
all the time. Look around
you during these next few
weeks and photograph the
changes you see in life!
The next issue will be published in late November.
Welcome to Theotogs!
Your editors,
Keith and Jaco

Sabbath: Remembering
The fourth command given to
God’s people is to remember a
specific day in time. All the
other commandments speak
about relationships to others–
God, father, mother, neighbor
or neighbor’s possessions. The
fourth commandment is a summons or call to build a particular relationship with time or a
day, the Sabbath.

Abraham Joshua Heschel,
in his book– Sabbath: Its
Meaning for Modern Man,
says,”on the Sabbath we try to
become attuned to holiness in
time.”(p 10). Attuned to holiness means paying attention to
the belief that God is at work
creating both time and holiness. In six days, God created
the world and rested on the

seventh day, but God also
created time– the gift of a day
for rest, re-creation, ceasing
from toil and work; a day that
Heschel calls a “palace in time”
(p. 15). In this time and palace,
known as Sabbath, we proclaim
to the world that our lives are
not dependent upon what we
do, or own, or build, or produce, but upon God.

Sabbath: Remembered and Practiced
Heschel calls God’s people to remember that Sabbath is not about rules,
requirements, laws, or even a date on a
calendar. Sabbath is an atmosphere
(p21). On any Sabbath day, we live in
delight, joy, wonder, and awe at the
holiness of this timely gift of time. We
cease from normal activities of work,
labor, business and busyness; those
things that can consume us for six days.
The seventh day is a day to remember
God’s great creative idea– a day that is
different from all the others…Sabbath.

I picture Sabbath now through different
eyes- eyes of belief that this day we
call Sunday or Sabbath is a gift to be
received in two ways: First, to stop or
cease from normal activities of work
and labor. Sabbath is a call to stop
working!

Sabbath practices have changed dramatically over recent years, as you well
know. When I was a child, Sabbath
observance meant not swimming, not
shopping, not going to movies, and
certainly not mowing your lawn! We
(as well as our entire small community)
worshipped, rested, took naps, and sat
around the house. (I won’t comment
on how I felt about Sundays as a child!)

On the other hand, we are invited to
engage in activities that give life and joy
on the Sabbath…. a good cup of coffee,
sipped slowly and restfully.

Heschel is right, Sabbath is a “palace in
time”; time we experience in the presence of a holy and loving God; time in
which God and life are enjoyed!
Keith Derrick

Stay The Moment
If one does not lie back
And sum up and say to the moment, this
very moment, stay, you are so fair,
What will be one’s gain, dying?
No: stay, this moment.
No one ever says that enough.
BVA

Reflection on Sabbath, by Mark Poppen
Mini Sabbaths:
A Celebration of Diverse Activity
There are a variety of creative ways to
enter Sabbath rest. For me refreshment emerges from the intentional
practice of entering frequent miniSabbaths. These are not hammock
rests but they do provide the type of
refreshment I require to disengage
from my normal work responsibilities
and re-enter renewed. To enter a mini-
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Sabbath I immerse myself in the pursuit
of learning a new skill or hobby. It is
my goal to pursue and become proficient at new interest each year of my
life.
Some of the interests that help me
enter mini-Sabbaths over the years are:

•
•

Buying a car with salvaged
title, dismantling, restoring
and eventually driving it.
Learning about gun safety,

target shooting and finally competing with other handgun and shotgun enthusiasts for best shot honors.
• Exploring international yacht
racing rules in order to join a
catamaran association and
race Hobie Cat sailboats.
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Poppen Sabbath Reflection Continued...
•

•
•

Purchasing a banjo, learning
to play it well enough to join
pickup groups who informally
gather to play together before and after blue grass festival events.
Building and finishing furniture.
Stepping into a pair of waders
and throwing lures into Lake
Michigan from the mouth of a
river, during the fall salmon
run.

To some these may sound more like
work than a mini-Sabbath rest, but not
to me. I find that stepping away from
the rigor of my normal work in order
to explore a current interest that completely consumes my attention, even if
just for a short time, is refreshing. It is
escape with a purpose. It prepares me
for a creative reentry to my professional world. Learning a new skill or

pursuing a new experience consumes
all my attention. When I am exploring
a brand new interest, all of my attention is focused on the task. There is
little room for me to mentally or physically reenter, worry or obsess about
my work.
Some might suggest that pursuing many
interests creates an amateur at much
and an expert at very little, however I
believe that having many interests
makes for an interesting pastoral
leader. It offers the opportunity to
meet a broader cross section of interesting new people. Ministry opportunities and a broader richer appreciation
of the presence of God emerge.
You ask, “What interest will launch
your next series of mini-Sabbaticals?”
Maybe I’ll pick up a camera and join the
theotogs. . .
Mark Poppen

KAD

Classroom
A photographer is a
pictorialista pictorialist is one who
seeks visual beauty.

I believe, Bryan Peterson and Sam Abell
are actually saying the same thing,
“taking pictures” is really all about
catching a moment with a camera that
brings together light and a creative
expression of the subject in a visual and
memorable way.
Bryan Peterson also says that the “best
light” is either early morning (when you
would rather be sleeping) or late afternoon/early evening (when you would
rather be reading the evening paper).
His advice– get to know the color of
light, which is usually a golden color-

Understanding Exposure (Revised Edition) by Bryan Peterson is one of my
favorite photography books that I have
purchased. He spends considerable
time making the distinction between
light and exposure. A correct picture
is always a combination of aperture,
shutter speed, and ISO setting. It’s all
about the light– how much, how long,
and how “fast”! However, he adds in
his chapter on The Importance of Light,
an exposure should also be “creatively
correct...knowing when one requires
great depth of field, or shallow depth of

field, or one that requires freezing the
action, implying motion, or panning.”

orange/yellow/red, not direct overhead
light, which is usually a white or blue
tone.

and record the context of the picture–
season, time of day, weather, etc.
These are all factors that help you read
the color of the light. I like the quote“Being able to see light fast is a key to
learning in photography.”

Here is an exercise: Explore the variation in light by picking one subject to
photograph over just one day– from
early morning, through mid-morning, at
noon, again at mid-afternoon, and finally
at dusk. Notice how the color of light
changes with the time of day.
Another technique I have learned over
time is to keep a notebook with you

When I recently attended a photography workshop in Grand Rapids, led by
National Geographic photographer,
Sam Abell, I was struck by his advice,
which he emphasized over and over–
“capture the light, but capture it creatively.” In his experience, that was
always done by a creative exposure.
Playing around with aperture, shutter
speed, and “speed” or the ISO setting.

Glenn S.

Bel and Nebo:
Prophetic Images for 2008
By
George Brown, Jr.

1

Bel bows down, Nebo stoops, their idols are on beasts and
cattle; these things you carry are loaded as burdens on weary
animals. 2 They stoop, they bow down together; they cannot
save the burden, but themselves go into captivity. 3Listen to
me, O house of Jacob, all the remnant of the house of Israel,
who have been borne by me from your birth, carried from
the womb; 4 even to your old age I am he, even when you
turn gray I will carry you. I have made, and I will bear; I will
carry and will save. (Isaiah 46:1-4, NRSV)

Statues of Bel-Marduk, the patron god of Babylon, and Nebo,
associated with the city of Borsippa, are being carried in a procession through the streets of Babylon on the way to the ESagila shrine during the annual Akitu festival. In his commentary
on this text from Isaiah, biblical scholar George A. F. Knight invites the reader to imagine the scene: an oxcart carrying the
statues of Bel and Nebo hits a pothole in the street, causing the
statues to tip dangerously. A number of those in the crowd
watching the procession rush forward to save the religious figures from crashing to the street.
Left: “Big, Big Penny” (Otterness,1993); Welsh Auditorium
Below: “The Marriage of Real Estate and Money” (Otterness,
1996); Grand Rapids Art Museum

The scene is one of ironic humor. The gods who are supposed to save those who worship them need themselves to
be rescued by the throng!
These days one might substitute our national economy for
the ancient idols of BelMarduk or Nebo. As the sub-

prime meltdown spreads beyond the real-estate sector and
threatens the whole economy,
Americans are encouraged to
spend and consume in order to
rescue the economy idol from
recession or even worse financial ruin.
Two photographic images from
the summer of 2006 offer a prophetic commentary on the current economic crisis. Sculptures
by Brooklyn-based sculptor
Tom Otterness, they were

displayed in an exhibit in downtown Grand Rapids. Otterness
makes provocative statements
about serious social issues with
his sometimes whimsical
sculptures.
Created more than a
decade before the 20072008 subprime mortgage
crisis, “The Marriage of
Real Estate and Money”

now contrasts the joy
and optimism of an earlier era of economic
growth and confidence
with the current reality
of the harsh consequences of human greed.
With “Big, Big
Penny” (1993) Otterness makes
a statement about society’s values. His choice of location of-

fers a lens for interpreting this
bronze piece. The Civic Auditorium (renamed the Welsh Auditorium) was built on this downtown Grand
Rapids site in
1933, during
another of this
country’s economic crises.
The two Monopoly gameinspired figures
celebrating
atop the penny
toast each
other with
champagne
while the forward roll of the
penny threatens both to dislodge them and
to crush the lone figure at the
bottom right.
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More Photos: Enjoying Creation on
the Sabbath….
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More Photos……(These four images submitted by BVA)
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Final Photos: Submitted….(by Chad F. and Jaco)
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Last Photos for the Summer Issue….Thanks!
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